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1 Project Description
Motivation
Due to the ongoing proliferation of mobile and wearable devices with integrated cameras, the problem of unintentionally photographed individuals in public spaces amplifies.
These new technologies are becoming more and more pervasive and pose new challenges for protecting the privacy of their users and bystanders. Particularly the discreet
recording capabilities of such devices pose new challenges to consensual image disclosure.
Therefore, new Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) will be needed to help preserve
our digital privacy. At this time, no feasible solution is available to get an informed consent between the photographer and unintentionally captured individuals on a picture.
In the scientific literature, a handful of approaches has been presented to tackle the issue
of picture privacy. In the course of my ongoing research, I reviewed and systematized
these approaches [4] and found that most of them [6, 8, 10, 7, 9] only address narrow scenarios that ignore certain contextual dimensions. Furthermore, they require their users
to perform a certain action in order to function. This requires the user’s awareness of
being recorded which is often not feasible when moving around in public spaces. As most
previously published approaches also rely on the transmission of sensitive data to a third
party over the Internet, new privacy challenges are introduced by resolving picture privacy. I am currently working on the P3F -project [2], where we are currently developing
a clothing-based PET. To evaluate this approach, we conducted a comprehensive user
study in the field with semi-structured interviews. Our preliminary results suggest that
privacy-aware potential users of such technologies highly desire fully privacy-preserving
tools. Furthermore, we found that some particularly unobtrusive PETs (such as P3F)
are hard for users to understand and that PETs with low visibility do not sufficiently
communicate cognitive models to the user. We also found that as a user interface, many
participants desire only a single button to push as it gives them a sense of control. This
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work is currently under submission at UbiComp 2015 1 and motivates me for the project
that I’m describing in the following.

Our Contribution
In the course of this project, we aim to improve the state of the art by developing the
Smart Picture Privacy Tracker, a smartwatch-based PET that resolves the pitfalls of
previously proposed approaches. We plan to develop a technology that works regardless
of a pre-defined scenario and provides its users an intuitive user interface. The Smart
Picture Privacy Tracker consists of a smartwatch app that notifies users about pictures
taken on co-located cameras in smartphones or wearables (e.g. Google Glass or [1])
and then lets the user decide on the further use of the taken picture. It furthermore
consists of a smartphone (and Google Glass selectively) app and lets photographers easily share pictures taken in crowded spaces with Smart Picture Privacy Tracker -enabled
smartwatches nearby. The communication between the mobile or wearable camera and
the smartwatch relies on ad-hoc networks that are created and terminated based on
co-location. While such an ad-hoc network exists between two devices, a shared folder
is created on both devices containing the taken pictures that require a decision on the
further use. For privacy reasons, this folder is deleted after disconnection. Therefore, our
approach does not require Internet connectivity or the transmission of (sensitive) information to a third party service. On the one hand, the app creates and raises awareness
of pictures taken in its user’s surroundings. On the other hand, it lets photographers
1
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Figure 1: Messages exchanged between camera phone and the smart watch
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and photographed individuals obtain informed consent on the use of the taken pictures
immediately after they have been taken. Researchers have found that privacy preferences are strongly tied to the context [3, 5]. In comparison to most previously published
approaches (as analyzed in [4]), the Smart Picture Privacy Tracker is designed to work
regardless of a certain context as soon as the privacy toggle button is pushed.The user
interface is intuitive and simple and should also allow marginalized groups (such as users
with certain impairments) to preserve their digital privacy.

2 System Design
In general, we plan to implement two Apps, (1) a photo app for smartphones and/or
Google Glass, and (2) a privacy tracker app for smartphones that sends notification to
paired smartwatches. We plan to use the following Hardware for our prototype implementation:
• Nexus 5 with Android 5.0 Lollipop
• Moto360 smartwatch
• (Optional: Google Glass Explorer Version)
Our prototype will consist of the following components:

Camera App

Privacy App

P2P Lib
Smart Watch
Event API

Camera API
Direct WIFI API

Figure 2: Both Apps sharing a common messaging library build on top of WiFi-Direct

2.1 Photo App
The main component running on a smartphone and or Google Glass is a simple PhotoApp
with additional functionality to ask photographed individuals for permission. Asking for
permission is performed by sending the respective picture to nearby devices connected
via Wi-Fi Direct. Upon approval (or disapproval), the pictures is transmitted back to
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the PhotoApp. In order to not disrupt the photographer in taking additional pictures,
the respective pictures are stored in the Photo directory with additional flags and/or
modifications of the picture. The Photo App allows users to release individual photos to
nearby devices by simply tapping on the privacy icon on the upper right corner of the
screen.

2.2 Privacy Tracker App
The core of the privacy tracker app is intended to run on a smartphone that is paired
with an associated smartwatch. This is due to the fact that smartwatches are generally
not compatible with Wi-Fi Direct. Furthermore, the app can be used by smartphone
users and does not require a smartwatch in order to function. For smartwatch users,
interaction is possible by just using the smartwatch with a few taps. If multiple pictures
are shared for approval, they can be swipped through (swipe left - right). In order to blur
his/her face on a picture, the user is required to tap on the respective face. To transmit
the pictures back to the photo app, the user simply needs to swipe up to release the
picture.

2.3 Communication Layer
In order to enable the communication between the devices, we consider Wi-Fi Direct an
ideal standard. Wi-Fi direcct enables devices to easily connect without a wireless access
point. The main advantage for our use case is that devices can connect even if they are
from different manufacturers. Only one device needs to be compliant with Wi-Fi Direct
to a establish a peer-to-peer connection in order to transfer information from one device
to another. Bluetooth for this purpose has a variety of disadvantages, one and probably
the most dominant one for our use case is that it will according to the Bluetooth API
trigger pairing if the devices have not been paired before (requires manual intervention
by the user). In our use case, we assume that ad-hoc networks are created by devices
that have not yet been paired before.

3 Optional Functionality
In this section, we briefly describe additional functionality that could supplement the
smart picture privacy tracker in order to enhance the user experience.

3.1 Face Recognition
By using face recognition, we could reduce user interaction, as all pictures transmitted
to the smart picture privacy tracker could be checked for faces that correspond its users
face (if previously configured by the user). In order to train a face recognition system,
the user needs to take several pictures from different angles. As face recognition is
performed locally on the smartphone, it doesn’t violate its users’ privacy but can be
used to efficiently sort out pictures that do not have the user on it.
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3.2 Location Markers
As an additional functionality, we plan to implement Location Markers to define privacysensitive spaces and to notify mobile and wearable cameras a soon as they enter such a
privacy-sensitive space. The definition of these spaces will be implemented with iBeacons. We chose this approach in order to avoid the transmission of location information
to a third party service over the Internet. iBeacons can be used for 3D positioning indoors and outdoors. Furthermore, they cannot send push-notifications or collect user
data of nearby devices. Instead, iBeacons can only send information about their own
identity (UUID, major, minor). We therefore consider this technology an ideal solution
to define privacy-sensitive spaces for the Smart Picture Privacy Tracker in the most
privacy-preserving manner.
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